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ABSTRACT 
A geometric proof of Miranda and Thompson's trace inequality is given, via 
Thompson's singular-value-diagonal-element inequalities. Miranda and Thompson's 
trace inequality is associated with the unitary group. We then deal with the cases 
associated with the orthogonal group and the special unitary group. We also discuss 
the convexity of the set of the diagonal elements of complex matrices with fixed 
singular values and determinant. Some question are asked. A log convexity result 
related to Gram-Schmidt ecomposition is obtained. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. MIRANDA AND THOMPSON'S TRACE INEQUALITY [SO(n)] 
AND THE CASE OF O(n) 
In [9] the following yon Neumann-type inequality was proved by induc- 
tion, The curious [if det(A 1 .-" A m) < 0] subtracted term occurs, which is 
reminiscent of Thompson's famous singular-value-diagonal-element in quali- 
ties. 
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THEOREM 1 [9]. Let A 1 . . . . .  A m be n × n real matrices with singular 
values Sl( A j) >/ ... >~ s.( Aj) for j = 1 . . . .  ~ m. Then 
max tr P1 A1 "'" Pm Am 
Vl . . . . .  em ~ SO(n) 
n-1  m m 
E l - - I s , (A j )+(s igndetA l ' "Am) l - 'Xsn(A j ) ,  (1) 
i=l j=l j=l 
where SO(n) denotes the special orthogonal group. 
In this paper we present another proof of Theorem 1, which is geometric 
in nature, while at the same time we give the minimum as well: 
min tr  PI  A1 "'" Pm Am 
P1 . . . . .  Pm ~ SO(n) 
1'1.--1 m 
- E l-I s,(Aj) + (signdet A 1 ... Am) h s , (A j )  
i=1 j= l  j= l  
if n is odd, 
n-1  m 
- ~-, Y I  si(Aj) - (signdet A 1 ... Am) f i  sn(Aj) 
~=i j=1 j=l 
if n is even. 
(2) 
Since SO(n) is connected and compact, all these amount o 
THEOREM 2.  Let A l , . . .  , A m be n × n real matrices. The set 
WSO(n)(A1 . . . . .  Am) = {tr P1A1 " ' "  PmAm :e l  . . . . .  era ~ SO(n)} is an inter- 
val [a, b ], where b and a are given in (1) and (2) respectively. 
It turns out that the finding of (1) and (2) is reduced to the finding of the 
extreme values of a (real) linear functional, namely the trace, on a compact 
convex set in R" where the extreme points are known. 
It is interesting to notice that (1) was used [10] to offer a new proof, via 
G-majorization, for the necessity part of Thompson's singular- 
value-diagonal-element [14, Theorem 2] inequalities. The attempt was to 
have a more conceptual understanding of those inequalities. (See [18] for 
a Lie-theoretic approach.) Such a link was quite unexpected by the authors 
of [91. 
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Surprisingly, it turns out that Thompson's singular-value-diagonal- 
element inequalities (more precisely, Lemma 4, which is equivalent o 
[14, Theorem 2]) yield (1) as well as (2). 
LEMMA 1. Let s 1 >1 ... >t s. be n nonnegative real numbers, and 
~1 . . . . .  ,~, be n possibly nonreal numbers, arranged in the order IAII >i ..- 
~ Ix.I. 
(a) An n × n complex matrix A exists such that the singular values of A 
are s's and the eigenvalues of A are )t's if and only if: 
k k 
F l lx ,  I -< l - Is , ,  k -- 1 . . . .  , .  - 1, (a) 
i=1  i~ l  
n f i  I - I Ix, I = s,. (4) 
i=1  i= l  
(b) The matrix A in (a) may be chosen to have determinant with 
argument ~ if and only if (3) holds and 
f i  n h i = ei~I-Isi. 
i= l  i=1  
(c) The matrix A in (a) may be chosen to be real i f  and only if (3) and (4) 
hold and the nonreal A's occur in complex conjugate pairs. 
(d) The matrix A in (a) may be chosen to be real and with nonnegative 
(negative) determinant if and only if (3) holds and 
n n 
F I~, - -  +_ ITs , ,  
i=1  i=1 
where + is the sign of det A, and the nonreal A's occur in complex 
conjugate pairs. 
Lemma l(a) is a result of Horn [4] and Weyl [19], and (c) is due to 
Thompson [13, I_emma 1]. It is not hard to see that (b) and (d) are also valid. 
An equivalent way of stating Lemma 1 is that the eigenvalues of 
(a) {U diag(s 1 . . . . .  %) V : U, V ~ U(n)}, 
(b) {Ue '~/" diag(s 1 . . . .  , s,) V : U, V E SU(n)}, 
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(c) (U diag(s 1 . . . . .  s.) V : U, V ~ O(n)}, 
(d) {U diag(s 1 . . . . .  Sn- 1, ± S.) V : U, V ~ SO(n)} 
are described in (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Lemma 1, respectively. 
LEMMA 2 [3]. Let A 1 and A 2 be two complex matrices with singular 
values sl(A l) ~> ... ~> s.(A l) and sl( A 2) >t "." >>. s.( A2) respectively. De- 
note by s l (A IA  ~) >1 "." >1 s . (A1A ~) the singular values of the product 
Ai A 2. Then 
k k 
I - Is i(  A, A2) ~< l--Is,( A1)s,( Az),  k = 1 . . . . .  n - i, 
i=1 i=1 
n 
leI s,(a,a~) = 17I s,( aOs,(a~). 
i=1 i=1 
LEMMA 3. Let A 1 . . . . .  A m be n × n real matrices, and let 
D=diag  s l (Aj )  . . . . .  s ._ t (a j ) , ( s igndet  A 1 "." Am) s . (a j  . 
j= l  
Then Wso(.)(a I . . . . .  A m) = Wso(.)(D). 
Proof. For any real n X n matrix A, there exist U, V ~ SO(n) such that 
UAV = diag(sl(A) . . . . .  s._ l(A),  + s.(A)), where +__ is the sign of det A. 
Then Wso(.)(D)c Wso(.)(A 1 . . . . .  Am). On the other hand, the value of 
tr P1 A1 "'" Pm Am is the sum of the eigenvalues of P~ A 1 "." P,~ A,~, denoted 
by A 1 . . . . .  A~. If oq >~ ... >/ o-. are the singular values of P1 A1 "'" Pm Am, 
then the or's and A's satisfy the conditions of Lemma l(d). So do l-Ij~ ls~(Aj), 
i = 1 . . . . .  n, and the A's, by Lemma 2. This implies that tr PIA1 "'" P= Am 
= trUDV for some U,V ~ SO(n) by Lemma l(d). So Wso(n)(A 1 . . . . .  A m) 
c Wso(n)(D). The technique has appeared in [16] and [17]. • 
It has been noticed [18] that two of Thompson's results [14, Theroem 7 
and Theorem 8] can be combined as 
LEMMA 4. Let A = diag() h. . . . .  A.) be a real diagonal matrix. The set 
Dso(.)(A) = {diag(UAV):U,V E SO(n)} /s the convex hull of the 2"-~n! 
points (+)t0(1) . . . . .  + A0(n)), where O ~ ~Z n, the full symmetric group, and 
the number of negative signs is even. 
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Now we use Lemma 4 to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 3, we have Wso(.)(A 1 . . . . .  Am) = 
Wso(.)(D) = {tr DV : V ~ SO(n)} = {tr UDV : U, V ~ SO(n)}. By the com- 
pactness and connectedness of SO(n), Wso(.)(D) is a closed interval. Notice 
that t rUDV is a linear functional on the set Dso( . ) (D)= {diag(UDV): 
U,V ~ SO(n)}. The linear functional is represented by the vector e = 
(1 . . . . .  1) r. So the maximum and minimum are attained on the extreme 
points, which are (+do(l) . . . . .  + do(.)), where O ~ Y~, the full symmetric 
group, and the number of negative signs is even, according to Lemma 4. 
Then (1) and (2) follow immediately. 
We now consider the set Wo(n)(A 1 . . . . .  A, . )= {trPiA 1 "'" P.~A,.: 
P1 . . . . .  Pm ~ O(n)}, where A x . . . .  , A m are given n × n real matrices. By a 
similar argument, we get Wo(.)(A t . . . . .  A m) = Wo(.)(D), where D = 
diag(1-Ij~lSl(A/) . . . . .  I]j~_ls.(Ai)). Denote D' = diag(I-lj~s~(A,), ., 
l"I?=lS;_l(Aj),-I"l~51sn(Aj)). We then have Wo( . ) (D ' ) '=  
Wso(.)(D) t.) Wso(.)(D/) = [a , /3]  t.) IT, 8], where 
Ol -~ 
+ lr-ls.(Aj) if.isodd, 
j~ l  
-- ~ f i  si( Aj) i fn  iseven, 
i= l j= l  
m 
/= l  j= l  
- ~ f i  si(Aj) if n is odd, 
i= l j= l  
T---- n -1  m m 
Y'~ l-- Is i(Aj)  + Hsn(Aj) i fn i seven ,  
~=1 j=l j=l 
= 
n-1  m m 
E I7 s,(aj) - I7 sn(Aj). 
i= l j= l  j= l  
Obviously, the two intervals contain zero, and either a or ~/attains the value 
- ft. This proves 
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THEOREM 3 [16]. Let A 1 . . . . .  A m be n x n real matrices. Then 
Wo(,)( A l . . . . .  A m) = {tr P1Al "'" Pm Am : P1 . . . . .  Pm ~ O(n)} is the interval 
I - c ,  c] on the real line, where c = E~=~l-lj~ lsi( Aj). 
We note that the two sets Wo( , ) (A1, . . . ,  Am)  and Wso(,)(A 1 . . . . .  A m) 
are the same if n is even and deft A t ... A m) >/ 0, according to Theorem 2 
and Theorem 3. 
2. VON NEUMANN'S  TRACE RESULT  [U(n)] AND THE CASE 
OF SU(n) 
Given n × n complex matrices A t and A z, the original von Neumann 
trace inequality [11] states that 
max [trU a,V2A2q = a2)  + ' "  +s,,(AOs,,(&). 
U l, U2~ U(n)  
Then Fan [1] generalized yon Neumann's result in the following way: 
m 
max [trU1A 1 "'" UmAral = ~ l--Ist(Aj). 
U~ ..... g,,~U(n) i=1 j= l  
(5) 
In [16], the set Wr( , ) (A  1 . . . . .  A m) = (tr U IA  1 ... U mAm : U I , . . .  , U m E 
U(n)} was examined, and we have 
THEOREM 4 [16]. Let A 1 . . . . .  A m be n × n complex matrices. Then 
Wu(n)(A 1 . . . . .  A m) is identical to Wv(~)(D), where D = diag(VIj~=l 
sl(Aj)  . . . . .  l-Ira= lS.(Aj)), and is the circular disk centered at the origin and 
• ~ • rt  m w~th adzus ~i= ll-[j= Dlsi(  Aj). 
I f  we replace the unitary group U(n)  by the special unitary group SU(n), 
the set Wsut~)(A 1. . . . .  A m) = {tr U 1A 1 "" U m A m : U 1 . . . . .  U m ~ SU(n)} may 
no longer be a circular disk. The special singular-value decomposition is 
UAV = e i¢/~ diag(s I . . . . .  s , )  or diag(s 1 . . . .  , eiCs,), where U, V ~ SU(n), and 
the argument of the determinant of the n x n complex matrix A is ~. We 
have the following result, and the proof is similar to that of Lemma 3, by 
using Lemma l(b). 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let A 1 . . . . .  A~ be n × n complex matrices, and let D 
be the diagonal matrix e ~g/" diag(l-lE lsl(A,) . . . . .  H m lSn(A,)), where ~ is 
~= ~ ~ = ~V O the argument of det A a "." Am. Then Wsu(,)(A 1 . . . . .  Am) = SO(n)( )" 
The following result is for the 2 × 2 case. 
PROPOSlT/ON 2. Let A~ . . . . .  A~ be 2 × 2 complex matrices. Let ~ be 
the argument of  det(A 1 "." A~).  Then the set Wsu(2)(A 1 . . . . .  A m) is an 
elliptical disk centered at the origin and with vertices 
+e '~/'  sl( A j )  + s 2 , +e '('~+e)/2 s l (a j )  - s2( A j • 
• = j~ l  "= j=a  
Once again, the curious subtracted term appears. Of course, it just 
graphically (on C) reflects the difference of the groups U(2) and SU(2). 
Proof. By Proposition 1, we consider D = e i~/2 diag(s l, s2), where s t = 
I-l?= lsi(Aj),  i = 1, 2. Since 
,u,,,/(" ;) ) _~ : l r l  2+1812=1 , 
we have 
Wsu(2)(D) = {tr UDV : U, V ~ SU(2)} 
= {tr ov:  v ~ su(2)}  
O)(. } 
s2 -6  : lyl2 + 1812 -- 1 
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This is an elliptical disk obtained by rotating through an angle ~/2 the 
elliptical disk centered at the origin and with vertices +(s 1 + s 2) and 
+(sl  - s2). • 
The following are some special cases: 
(1) If s 1 = sz = s, thenWsu(~)(D) is the line segment with the end points 
+ 2se~/~. 
(2) If s 1 = s q: 0 but sz = 0, then Wsu(2)(D) is the circular disk with 
radius s and centered at the origin. 
Indeed there is a geometric explanation of the elliptical-disk phe- 
nomenon. Since SU(2) and S 3 are isomorphic [2, p. 13], where S 3 is the 
3-sphere in R4. Consider the linear map ~ : C2× 2 ~ C such that q~(U) = 
tr DU, U ~ SU(2). The set Wsu(2)(D) is exactly the image of SU(2) under the 
linear map ~p, which can be viewed as the image of the 3-sphere S 3 under a 
real linear map A ~ ~2×4. This is a (possibly degenerate) lliptical disk. 
The following is a list of some properties of Wsu(~)(A 1. . . . .  A,,). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A 1 . . . . .  A m be n × n complex matrices, and let D 
be the diagonal matrix e i~/" diag(I-Ij~ is1( A j ) , . . . ,  [-Ijm__ l s~(Aj)), where ~ is 
the argument of det A 1 ... Am. 
(a) If rl ~ Wsu(,)(A 1 . . . . .  Am), so does e~Zk~/%, k = 1 . . . . .  n. 
(b) The upper bound in (5) is attained, i.e., 
max Izl = ~ f i s , (A j ) ,  
z~Wsu( . ) (A1 , " ' ,  Am) i= 1 j=  1 
and e~Zk~/nei~/'E~_lI-I2 lsi(A,) ~ Wsu(n) (A  1 . . . . .  Am), k = 1, n. - -  j ~  j ° . . , 
Moreover ,  i f  det  A 1 "" A m 4= O, then  the po in ts  
e~2k~/"e'~/"~',~=lI-IT=ls,( Aj), k = 1 . . . . .  n, are the only points attaining the 
maximum. 
(c) The set Wsu(n)(A 1 . . . . .  A m) is a circular disk if and only if (let A 1 "" 
A m = O. In this case Wsu(,~( A 1 . . . . .  Am) is the circular disk centered at the 
origin and with radius E~_~ilI-I~: ls~(A,). ~ j 
(d) The set Wsu(,)(A 1 . . . . .  A m) contains the circular disk, denoted by C, 
n-1  m m centered at the origin and with radius Ei= l I-Ij= lsi( Aj) - I-Ij= ls,( Aj) • If 
det A~ . . .  A m --/= 0, then for any given 1 <~ h < k <~ n, Wsu(,)( A 1 . . . . .  Am) 
contains the (possibly degenerate) n elliptical disks e~J~/~h, k,j = 1, . . . ,  n, 
where ~h, k is an elliptical disk obtained by translating the elliptical disk 
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centered at the origin and with the vertices 
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-t-eig/n Sh( a j )  q- H Sk( , 
\ j=l  j=l 
"~ e i ( I r+2~/n) /2  Sh - -  Sk , 
i ( /n  m n iijrt/n by e E i .h .k [ - I j= lS i (A j ) .  I f  we set Eh, k = Uj~le $'h,k, then the set 
C u E l .  c Wsu(.)(A 1 . . . . .  A m) contains other C U Eh, k, 1 <<. h < k <<. n. 1 
(e) I f  A 1 ... A,,, ~ O, then 
1> 
area Wsu(n)( A1 . . . . .  Am) 
area Wu(n)( AI . . . . .  Am) 
> 
n-  1 m m ~E,~, VIj~,si( Aj) - I-Ij~ls~( Aj) 2 
>_. l - - -  
n Aj) 
and hence 
hm areaWsu(n)(A1 . . . . .  A,~) = 1. 
,~-~ areaWu(.) ( Al . . . . .  Am)  
It is interesting to note that the subtracted term of the radius of the 
circular disk appears in (d). 
Proof. (a): I f  71 ~ Wsu(.)(A 1 . . . . .  A m) = Wsutn)(D), i.e., 19 = tr DU, 
for some U ~ SU(n), then e'2~/~rl = tr DU(et~/" I ) .  
Co): We can deduce the first half of  (b) from (a) and Theorem 4 directly. 
1 The set C U El, n looks like a gear with n teeth. 
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For the second half, we notice that 
ItrDUl= i=lj=l~ f i s i (A j )uu  
m 
<. Hs,( 4)lu,,I 
~=lj=l  
m 
-< E i=1j=1 
since the moduli of the diagonal entries of U ~ SU(n) are no greater than 1. 
The condition det A 1 " "  A m ~ 0 means that I I ,mls,(Aj)  ~ 0. So, if U gives 
a maximum, the above two inequalities are ~orced to be equalities, i.e., 
lu.I = 1 and u,  are of the same argument for all i = 1 . . . . .  n. In other 
words, u, ,  i = 1 . . . . .  n, are identical and of modulus 1. Since U ~ SU(n), 
we have U = e~2k~/"I, where k = 1 . . . . .  n. Hence  7/= e~k~/"e  ~/~ 
Y~.n=lI- I jm__lSi(Aj) ,  k = 1 . . . . .  n. 
(c): Assume det A 1 " "  A m = O. Let  D '  = diag(l"-Ij~=lsl(Aj) . . . . .  
l-I~'= 1 s~ _ 1( AI)) .  Then 
Wsv( ,o (O ) = {t rDV:V  E SU(n)} 
D {t r (D '  • 0)(U • ei°) :  0 ~ [0,2~1,  U ~ U(n  - 1)} 
= Wu(.- 1)(D') 
By Theorem 4, Wv(  n_ 1)(D') is the circular disk centered at the origin and 
with radius Ein-~Fljmls~(Aj).  Since Wu(,)(A 1 . . . . .  A,)  is the same circular 
disk (by Theorem 4 again) and contains WSU(n) (A  1 . . . . .  Am)  , the result 
follows. 
On the other hand, if Wsu(~)(A 1. . . . .  Am) is a circular disk, then by (b), 
we have det A 1 " "  A m = O. 
(d): The following set K is contained in WSU(n)(D): 
K = {tr D(U  1 (9 U2): U 1 (9 U~ ~ SU(n) and U 1 ~ U(n  - 2), U 2 ~ U(2)} 
= {trD1U 1 + trD2U2 : U 1 (9 U 2 ~ SU(n) 
and V(n  - 2), V(2)}, 
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where 
D = D 1 • D2, 
O 1 = e i~/n  d ia  s 1 , . . . , Sn_  2 , 
D 2 = e i~/ .d ia  sn_ 1 , Sn • 
By Theorem 4, the first term tr D1U 1 generates the circular disk centered at 
the origin and with radius E~-~l-IT=ts,(Aj), as Ut runs through U(n - 2). 
By Lemma i in [14] (also see [12]), the vectors e~°(s._ 1 - Sn, 0), 0 ~< 0 < 2Ir 
can be diagonal elements of W 1 diag(s 1, s~)W 2, for some 2 × 2 unitary 
matrices W1, Wz. Indeed W 1 and W e can be chosen as 2 × 2 unitary mat- 
rices having determinants of modulus 1, because of the presence of the 
zero second coordinate. In other words, the second term tr DzU 2 can be 
e~°(s.-1 - s.), and at the same time U 1 t~ [72 can be chosen from SU(n). 
So K contains the circular disk centered at the origin and with radius 
n-  I m m Ei=l l--lj=ls,( Aj)  -- 1-[j=ls.(Aj). So does Wsu(.)(D). 
Let s~ = I - l j=lsi(Aj), i = 1 . . . . .  n. Given 1 ~< h < k ~< n, the elliptical 
disk 8"h,~, by Proposition 2, can be expressed as ~h,k = {trD(h, kX I  ~9 
U): U e SU(2)}, where 
D( h, k ) = e'¢/"[ diag( sl . . . . .  Sh . . . . .  sk . . . . .  s . )  ~ dlag( sh, $k) ], 
in which Sh and sk mean that the elements  h and s k are missing. Obviously 
8ah, k is a subset of Wsu(. ) (A 1 . . . . .  Am). By (a), the result follows. 
Suppose that det A 1 ".. A m ~ 0. We are going to show that C L) Eh, k C 
C I,_,1 E1 , n for all 1 ~ h < k ~< n. We can assume that ~ = 0 without loss of 
generality. Moreover, it is sufficient o show that C t3 8"h, k C C L; ~1,., due 
to (a). Geometrically, we now have C. the circular disk centered at the origin 
and with radius E~-~s i - s . ,and  8~h,k, i <..h < k <..n, the (2 )e l l ip t i ca l  
disks. When s h > sk, 8" h k is a nondegenerate elliptical disk described by the 
inequalities 
(x  - ~ i .h .kS i )  2 y2 
+ <~1. 
(S  h "1- Sk )  2 (S  h - -  8k )  2 
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Otherwise it is the line segment 
[ ~8ii=l -- 2(8h ~ sk)'  i=l~Si] " 
Nevertheless, these elliptical disks (either degenerate or nondegenerate) 
share the same vertex, namely, ]~= ls~, and they all intersect with C, since n-1 
max 1 ~ h < ~ ~.  ]~  ~ h, k s~ <~ ~.i ~ 1 s~, which is the radius of C. 
If  s 1 = s., then all the elliptical disks are degenerate and so C t3 Eh, k, 
1 < h < k < n, are all identical. So we assume that s 1 > s., i.e., ~1,. is 
nondegenerate. It remains to show that C u ~h, k C C U ~'1,. for nondegen- 
erate $'h, k. 
It is well known that the curvature, at the point (a, 0), of the ellipse 
x 2 y2 
a2 + ~--~ = 1, 
is K = a/b  2, and the curvature is invariant under translations. Hence the 
curvatures of the (nondegenerate) llipses C~h, k, 1 ~< h < k ~< n, 
(X -- Ei~h,k$i) 2 y2 
+ =1,  
+ sk)  2 - 
at the point ~"~ 1 s~ are 
Sh q- 8k 
Kh, k ----- 
(Sh - -  Sk )  2 " 
Rewrite 
Kh, k = - -  
1 2s k 
+ 
s h - s k ( s  h - ski 2" 
It follows that Kh, k >/ max{Kh, ~, Kl, k}. So KI, . is the smallest curvature 
among the nondegenerate ellipses at the common vertex (Y:.~= lsi, 0). It then 
remains to show that starting from the common vertex towards the y-axis, the 
ellipse a8"1,, will intersect with the circle dC before it hits other ellipses 
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dg'h, k' Those intersections, if any, of the ellipse ~g~h,, with a~'l,, will take 
n-1  place in the region {(x, y): x <~ Ei=zSi}, i.e., on the left side of the center of 
dg~l, .. That is because the minor-axis length of ~l, . ,  2(sl - s.), is the largest 
among those of ~h, k, 1 ~< h ~< k ~< n. Now x0, the x-coordinate of the 
intersection of 9g'1,. and the circle dC: 
n-1 )2, 
x 2 + y2 = E 8i -- Sn 
i=1  
is given by the expression 
[~'~n- 18 ~ 2 (x -  x,+l.s,) ,=1, s.) 
+ =1.  
(sl + s°) ~ (sl - s.) ~ 
n-1  Substituting x = 0 and x = Et= 2 si into the above expression shows that the 
two points are both on the left of x 0. This completes the proof. 
(e): The set Wsts(n)(A 1. . . . .  A,,,) is compact, so that area is well de- 
fined, by (c) and the compactness of Wso(.)(A 1 . . . . .  A.), we have the first 
strict inequality. The second strict inequality follows from (e) and (d) and 
Theorem 4. Now 
ET_5~rI~=xS,(As) - rlj": is,,(As) 
XT:,rI?=is,( Ak =1-  
2nF=, n(A ) 2 
>11- - - .  
xl'=, N?= is, n 
As n ~ 0% the ratio of the two areas tends to 1. 
Due to Proposition 3(b), for n t> 3, Wsu(.)(A1,..., A m) cannot  be a 
nondegenerate elliptical disk [except a circular disk as suggested by Proposi- 
tion 3(c)] or a line segment (except a poin0. 
Let S = diag(sl, . . . ,  s.) where s 1 >~ ... 1> s n are nonnegative r al num- 
bers. The characterization of the set Do( . ) (S )  = {diag(U 
diag(s 1. . . . .  s . )V) :  U, V ~ U(n)} (the set of diagonal elements of the matri- 
ces having singular values s,) was given by Thompson [14] and Sing [12] 
independently. Since no generality is lost ffwe assume that Idll  >/ "'" >i Id. I  
when we study (d  1 . . . . .  dn) E Du( . ) (S )  , Thompson and Sing's result asserts 
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that (d 1 . . . .  , d.) • Du(n)(S) with Idol /> ""  >1 Id.] if and only if 
k k 
E Id,{ ~< Es , ,  k= l  . . . . .  n, 
i=1  i=1 
n -1  n -1  
E Id ,  l - ld . l~< Es , - s . -  
i=1  i=1 
The subtracted term of the last inequality was unexpected, though it seems to 
have first appeared in the work of Horn [5]. 
If we replace U(n) by SU(n) and s. by eiesn, the characterization 
of the set of diagonal elements of n × n matrices which have singular values 
s i and fixed determinant  e ~ l - I~ ls j ,  i.e., the set {diag(U 
diag(s 1 . . . . .  s._ 1, e iesn)V):U,  V • SU(n)}, is not known. It can be written 
as e i~/nDsu(n) (S )  where  Dsu( . ) (S )  = {d iag(Ud iag(s l ,  
. . . .  s.) V):U, V • SU(n)}. So the problem is reduced to the characterization 
of Dsu(~)(S). But the solution is expected to be intricate [15]. 
No generality is lost if we assume that Idol >i "'" >1 Idol while we study 
the diagonal elements (d 1 . . . . .  d.) of a matrix UAV, U, V • SU(n). That is 
because if (d 1 . . . . .  d . )  • Osu(n)(S), so do (d0(1) . . . . .  do(n)), 0 • ~. ,  i.e., 
Dsu(.)(S) is invariant under the action of the symmetric group ]~n. 
Notice that (d 1 . . . . .  d,)  e Dsu(.)(S) implies that (et°~dl, . . . ,  
e~°"d,) • Dsu(,)(S), 0 k • [0,2rr], k = 1 . . . . .  n, and F~=10 k is an integral 
multiple of 27r. However, the result that (d I . . . . .  d,)  • Du(n)(S) implies 
T(ldll . . . . .  Id~ = (eiO~dl . . . . .  eiO"d.) • Du(n}(S), 0 k • [0,2~r] for k = 
1 . . . . .  n, is no longer true for Dsu~.)(S). The set T(Id~l . . . . .  Id. I )  is a torus in 
C n with base radii Idol . . . . .  Idnl. A sufficient condition on d 1 . . . . .  d~ was 
obtained by Thompson [15] to make the result also true for Dsu(.)(S). He 
also proved [15, Lemma] that the condition is also necessary when n = 2. 
The result is stated in the following. 
THEOREM 5 [15]. Given nonnegative real numbers s t >i ... >~ s,, i f  
d 1 . . . . .  d n e C satisfy the inequalities 
k k 
E Id ,  I < Es , ,  k = 1 . . . . .  n - 1, 
i=l i=1  
n n- -1  
i=1  i= l  
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then the set {diag(U{diag(s~ . . . . .  sn_ l, e 'es,)  V ) :  U ,V  ~ SU(n)} (i.e., the set 
o f  diagonal elements o f  n x n matrices A having singular values s i >1 .'. >I s, 
and such that the argument  o f  det A is ~, or equivalently,  
{e i~/n diag(U d iag(s  1 . . . . .  sn)V)  : U, V ~ SU(n)}) contains the torus 
T(ldll . . . . .  [dnl) with [dl[ . . . . .  [d,[ as the base-circle radii, i.e., 
T(ldl[ . . . . .  Idnl) = {(ei°~di . . . . .  ei°"d,)  : 01 . . . . .  0n ~ [0, 2ir]}. 
Obviously, the numbers d 1/> ... >i d , _  z >/d ,_  1 >I 0, where 0 ~< d~ ~< 
s i, i = 1 . . . . .  n - 2, 0 ~< d ,_  1 ~< sn- 1 - sn, satisfy the above inequalities. So 
the circular disk in Proposition 3(d) can be viewed as the image, under the 
map tr, of  C i × ... x Cn_ i × 0, where C~ is the circular disk centered at the 
origin and with radius s~, i = 1 . . . . .  n - 2, and C~_ i is the circular disk 
centered at the origin and with radius s n_ 1 - s,.  Indeed C 1 x .-. × C~_ i x 
0 is the union of the tori T(d  1 . . . . .  d~_ l, 0), where 0 ~< d~ ~< s i, i = 1 . . . . .  
n-  2, 0 <~ dn_ i <~ Sn_ 1 --Sn. It is also the closure of the torus 
T(s  i . . . . .  sn_ 2, sn_ 1 - s,,O). 
Thompson also speculated [15] that the converse of Theorem 5 is true, 
i.e., if the set of diagonal elements contains the torus T([dl[ . . . .  , Id.l). then 
d l . . . . .  d n satisfy the above inequalities, in which only the lats one is 
conjectural. 
One may be tempted to speculate that the circular disk in Proposition 
3(d) is the largest circular disk contained in Wsu(,)(S), as in the case m = 1. 
I f  so, then Thompson's torus conjecture follows immediately. However, this is 
not true when det S ~ 0, i.e., s n > O. Let  n be sufficiently large and 
s x - s  n > 0. Then any two consecutive lliptical disks among ei2kTr/n~l,n, 
k = 1 . . . . .  n, will have nonempty intersection outside the circular disk given 
in Proposition 3((t). The union of such intersections and the circular disk 
contains a circular disk which is larger than the one in Proposition 3(d). 
It would be interesting to have a full description of Wsu(,)(A 1 . . . .  , A m) 
when n >/3. Needless to say, a full description of the set Dsu( , ) (S )= 
{diag(USV): U, V ~ SU(n)} is more fundamental. 
The set Du(n)(S) is generally not convex. More precisely [14, Theorem 6], 
Du(,)(S) is convex if and only if s, = 0. In this case (d l , . . . ,  d n) E DU(n)(S )
if and only i fE~. i [d,[  4 ~=18i, k = 1 . . . . .  n. Let W,  denote the convex hull 
of  n x n generalized (complex) permutation matrices. Then the condition 
E~=lld, I ~< E,k=ls,. k = 1 , . . . ,  n, is equivalent o d = Ws for some W ~ W~, 
where d = (d 1 . . . . .  dn) r and (s i . . . . .  s , )  r [14, Theorem 4 and Theorem 5]. 
The  rea l  counterpar t  is the  set  Do(~) (S)  = {d iag(U 
diag(s i . . . . .  s , )V ) :  U,V  ~ O(n)}, which is the collection of diagonal ele- 
ments of real matrices having singular values s i. It is also generally not 
convex, as has been noticed in [14, p. 56]. More precisely, the set Do(,) (S)  is 
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convex if and only if s, = 0. In this case (d 1 . . . . .  d , )  ~ Do(,)(S)  if and only 
if ~< E~= lsi . . . . .  E~=lld~l k = 1, n. 
However, if we replace O(n)  by SO(n) and s, by ___s,, the set Dso¢, )
(S'), where S '= diag(s 1 . . . . .  sn_ 1, ___ s,)3, is always convex according to 
Lemma 4. 
Motivated by the convexity of Dso(,~(S), i.e., the real special case, we ask 
whether convexity holds for the complex special case, i.e., whether Dsu¢,)(S) 
= {diag(USV): U ,V  ~ SU(n)} is convex. When n = 2 and s 1 = s 2 = s, i.e., 
S a is a scalar multiple of the identity matrix, the set Dsu~,)(S) = {s(y, ~/) :b/I 
~< 1} is a convex set 
PROPOSITION 4. Let S = diag(s 1 . . . . .  s,), where s 1 >1 ... >1 s,_ 1 are 
given nonnegative real numbers and s n = O. Then Dsu~n)(S) = Du~,)(S), i.e., 
(d~ . . . .  , d n) ~ Dsu~,)(S) with Idol >1 "'" >1 Id, I i f  and only i f  E~=~ld, I ~< 
E~.  xs,,  k = 1 . . . .  , n.  
Proof. Suppose that s n = 0. Notice that 
Dsu(.)(S ) = {diag(Udiag(s, . . . . .  s . _ l ,0  ) V ) :  U,V  ~ SU(n)} 
= {diag(M1U diag(s 1 . . . . .  s ,_ ,, O) VM2):  
M, = diag(1 . . . .  ,1, ei°'), 0 i ~ [0,27r],  i = 1,2, U,V  ~ SU(n)} 
= (diag(U diag(s 1 . . . . .  s . _ , ,O)  V) :U ,V  ~ U(n)}  
= Du~.~(S) .  
Then by Thompson's result [14, Theorem 6], the result follows. 
For 1 ~< r ~< n and G = U(n), SU(n), O(n), and SO(n), we denote 
D~(S) = {diag(ErUSV): U, V ~ G}, where E r = diag(1 . . . .  ,1, 0 . . . . .  0), i.e., 
the set of all r-tuples where the coordinates are the first r diagonal entries of 
USV. So D~(S)=Dc(S) .  When 1 ~<r<n,  and G=U(n) ,  O(n), and 
SO(n), it is known that D~(S) is convex and is completely characterized by 
the inequalities E~ld ,  I ~< E,k=~s,, k = 1 . . . .  , r [14, Theorem 6 and p. 56]. It 
is not hard, e.g., by the technique of Proposition 4, to show that this is also 
the case for G = SU(n). 
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3. GRAM-SCHMIDT DECOMPOSITION AND A LOG 
CONVEXITY RESULT 
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Since we mentioned Weyl, Horn, and Thompson's result, i.e., Lemma 1 
in Section 2, it is appropriate to mention an application here. 
The Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization process assets that every nonsin- 
gular n × n complex (real) matrix A can be uniquely written as the product 
A = UDT where U is a unitary (orthogonal) matrix, D is a positive diagonal 
matrix, and T is a (real) unit upper-triangular matrix. Let ~ be the set of 
positive diagonal matrices. We call the diagonal element of D in the 
Gram-Schmidt decomposition A = UDT the ~-component of A and de- 
note it by ~(A) .  
THEOREM 6. Let s 1 >t "." >I s, be n nonnegative real numbers. Then for  
G = U(n), SU(n), O(n), and SO(n), 
(8) 
= {~(U diag(s, . . . . .  s,) V ) :  U, V ~ G] (7) 
-- diag(,, . . . . .  V): V C) (S) 
= ( (d  I . . . . .  d . )  :d ,  >I 0, i = 1 . . . .  ,n ;  
k k n n 
max 1-I d~(o ~< I I s , ,  k = 1 . . . . .  n - 1; 1--I d, -- i~I~ls'/ 
o ,~, , i= l  i=1  t=1 
(9) 
Proof. The equality of (7) and (9): Let d 1 . . . . .  d,  be the diagonal 
entries of the ~)-component of U diag(s 1 . . . . .  s , )  V, where U, V ~ G, i.e., 
U diag(s 1 . . . . .  s , )  V = WDT,  where W ~ G and T is unit upper triangular. 
Then W-1Udiag(sx . . . . .  s , )  V = DT,  which has eigenvalues dt and singular 
values s v Hence we have the inequalities by Lemma 1. 
On the other hand, if the inequalities in (9) are satisfied, by Lemma 1 
there exist U, V ~ G such that U diag(s 1 . . . . .  s,) V has eiguevalues dv By 
Schur's triangularization theorem, there exists [for G - U(n) and O(n), the 
results are standard; for G = SU(n) and SO(n), some adjustments are 
needed] W ~ G such that W-1Udiag(s l  . . . .  , s , )VW = DT,  where T is a 
unit upper triangular matrix, and D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal 
entries d,. So the d's form the ~)-component of W-XUdiag(s l  . . . . .  s , )VW.  
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Since ~(A)  = ~(UA)  for any U ~ G, we have the equivalence of (7) 
and (8). Indeed, both (7) and (8) are equal to (6). We can also replace 
diag(s 1 . . . . .  s n) by any positive semidefinite matrix with eigenvalues s 1 . . . . .  sn. 
So if s n > 0, by the Hardy-Littlewood-P61ya theorem [6], Theorem 6 
implies that the set of log ~-components of A as A runs through all 
matrices that are 
(a) complex, complex with positive determinant, real, or real with positive 
determinant, and with singular values s 1 >1 ... >1 s, (> 0), or 
(b) Hermitian or real symmetric, and with eigenva~ues s 1 >~ ... I> 
sn (> 0) 
is the convex hull of E, log s. It is surprising that such a log convexity result 
holds though the Gram-Schmidt process is highly nonlinear. 
Kostant [7] generalized the equivalence of (6) and (9) to a deep result for 
any semisimple Lie algebra. The Lie algebras d[(n,C) and d I(n,R) 
correspond to our cases G = SU(n) and SO(n), respectively, with, s, > 0. It 
is related to a nonlinear projection with respect o Iwasawa decomposition. 
The result is known as Kostant's nonlinear convexity theorem [8]. 
The author is thankful to C. I( Li for drawing his attention to [10], 
shortly after the completion of [18]; from it he learned of the existence of [9]. 
He is also thankful to the referee for pointing out the reference [15], which led 
to some improvement of this paper. 
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